Six Figure Club - Affiliate & Super Affiliate - Employment Opportunity Income Programs

First, I would like to Congratulate you personally for pursuing your dreams to have no limits as to what our Financial
Solutions Global Passive Income Producing Programs can deliver to you as a direct benefit when you share our portal
to securing everyone’s Total Financial Independence platform for creating wealth! We are supplying the world with the
first of its kind…. SOCIAL FINANCIAL NETWORKS! (So Move Over Facebook, Twitter, Linked in, etc.!!!)
If you can simply provide a comparison between what other financial & investment / income producing service
industries pay your potential clients and then share what the Six Figure Club delivers to each of our “Private Members”
in the future… then simply let the consumer choose which income resource, they would rather become the beneficiary
of…. Our program will win hands down 100% of the time.
For the sceptics out there including if you are one of them… don’t worry, you also can receive the EDUCATION
everyone needs to make an intelligent decision. (And when the incorrect choice is made…) simply thank them for their
time and move on because we can’t help those who are uninformed and refuse to make simple choices when it comes
to their own futures let alone that of their companies and their own family’s well-being.
The following is the difference between becoming wealthy and the other 95% of the world who will never enjoy the
freedom only the truly financially stable will covet. Note: Our private member’s principal (invested/deposited dollars)
are secured and our returns are pre-determined and always have met or surpassed our projected R.O.I.

1. When you absorb the entire website
and all the links across the top and the multiple sub-links
then you will no longer be a novice rather you will begin to understand wealth is a process that those who can create
cash-flow on demand will rule the financial world and all those who desire it will follow.
2. Everyone who is serious about securing the cash-flow we are speaking of will become a “student” and follow, then
trust the “system” that we are laying before you. You will understand “WHY ” everyone fails but a handful of
individuals and mega-rich corporations who control at least 80+ % of all the “Real Income” generated worldwide.
3. When you do these simple calculations (actually we do them for you) all we ask is for you and the customer who is
seeking private membership in our HYRPIP (High Yield Return Passive Income Programs) at the website to open the
link Financial Solutions Calculators and fill in the blanks. We calculate the actual dollar amounts needed to
be invested (deposited) in to the income producing pools. From this we can clearly determine what is required to
offset any ones on going monthly expenses, this is for any person, family, business of any size, this is the first of three
calculations.
4. Next, you cover the middle calculator where it covers two different ways to resolve the next problem area. That is
everyone has accrued debt and will do so for the remainder of their lives (unless they pay cash for everything) this will
be one of our missions to deliver each of our members this opportunity to live debt free.
5. Our last calculator is for developing lifetime sustainable wealth that may never end and many people and businesses
alike take advantage of the extra generous profits we generate for extended periods of time. This is perfect for
replacing longer term retirement and tax-sheltered investment portfolios as the compounding effect will outperform
everything we have found on the worldwide market place to date.
This exercise is to be done with 100% of our customers as it creates a clear and direct path to obtain the wealth and
financial freedom we deliver.
The next “Must Do” is to have everyone clearly define where they are today… financially. This can only be
accomplished when our

Total Needs Analysis form

is completed and sent to the home office and we intern can

best advise any “Affiliate” what course of action is required and the necessary timelines that must be met in order to
pre-qualify for inclusion to our private members only club.
The three sections represent a simple balance sheet to determine the financial condition our applicant is able to define
(without any identifying account numbers or other private information.) Here we are only seeking what assets one has
control over and what debts need to be resolved/eliminated asap. This also creates a foundation to begin our process
from these real time facts.
An example: one may have hundreds of thousands in dead equity that we could easily convert into very serious
monthly income (paid quarterly) $200,000 in non-income producing dead equity for the client. This could be reversed
and produce $5,000 monthly which would arrive quarterly equaling $15,000 in passive income and on an annual basis
this would be $60,000 of new income where - 0 - income was being generated for all those years the mortgage
company controlled your funds.
In order to fully comprehend the value of our private membership all one needs to do is review the two income charts
we have prepared for all qualified participants benefit at this link Your Earnings
Viewing all three videos at these links explain the way money really works and who
rewards themselves for controlling your money, poorly performing investments, taxsheltered retirement funds and assets.
1. Home
2. The Opportunity
3. Retirement Investments
Once viewed, you will now see how only the wealthy control the flow of income around the world and they
themselves keep the lion’s share of “PASSIVE-INCOME/PROFITS” leaving the rest of the world the crumbs.
*All any client truly needs to understand is that we at the Six Figure Club and our Parent Company Mentor Services
Unlimited, LLC. have secured remarkable returns equaling the stated projections we display on our two income
producing charts. It is that simple. Our monthly returns are in most cases more than the annual returns our customers
are currently earning. The how we did it involves over four decades of long term successes we have generated over
these many years and because of our “Customers First” always get paid then our suppliers/partners then our
companies are always the last to be rewarded.
Investors (what we generally call Depositors… that’s because investors must weigh the risks vs rewards of all
traditional investment vehicles.) Where as our members (Depositors) can leave those uncertainties behind. Our
members are savvy enough to recognize that the use of other people’s money (OPM) and leverage is the key to
compounding ones returns exponentially!
We at SFC simply have eliminated over 95% of the outrageous over inflated overhead expenses that all financial
institutions must add into their profit models to stay competitive. We then only allow your funds and our own to be
placed in transactions where we already have secured positions and will receive very high profit margins for the “USE
OF FUNDS” or use of money that we circulate around the world.
We can compound these returns by joining other funds to create massive purchasing opportunities for very low
purchasing prices, then we secure contracts for purchase at a greater profit margin due to our discounted volume
purchasing power. (In most financial circles these are called Buy/Sell Contracts) The spreads are the profits we share
with our customers, our vendors/financial partnerships and then our own companies receive our share for bringing our
members funds to the table, then we leverage them further to increase our profitability…. several times per month,
not one time per year like 95% of most financial institutions investment products.
The last element needed to clarify in all participant’s minds is “HOW” this whole thing works? The simplest answer is
to read 100% of the documents we have created for your benefit by opening and reviewing in order ….. the PDF”s

listed under this link. These are real life experiences our members have benefited from. A positive and very wonderful
transformation will take place when our participating members “Join The Inner Circle of Wealth!
Once Again……. “Congratulations In Advance”….Your Future Can Now Be Secured!!!

